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Abstract
This introduction underlines some of the topics the present thematic issue focuses on, such as segregation and security,
control and creativity, resistance and networking, presenting continuities and changes in urban governance and urban jus-
tice in different parts of the world. We argue that urban theory should be rethought to consider cities as fora that recentre
the ‘political’ in relation to gentrification, rights to the city, justice, and alternative urbanisms. We highlight structural as-
pects of urban policy and planning, including the intersection of mega-development projects with disruptive acts of social
dispossession and efforts to depoliticise institutional control. Simultaneously, we emphasise tactics that reinterpret hierar-
chical modes of governance and create initiatives for enhanced justice through claim-making, negotiation, improvisation,
acts of everyday resistance and organised opposition.
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Cities around theworld are developing new forms of gov-
erning risks and novel modes of urban planning, social
belonging, and political decision-making. The challenges
related to societal insecurity, environmental vulnerabil-
ity, and political representation are enormous, especially
in many parts of the global South, with two-thirds of the
world’s population (United Nations, 2020). This thematic
issue, Cities of Inclusion—Spaces of Justice, explores new
theoretical frameworks and methodological approaches
to understanding themultifaceted inequalities character-
istic of contemporary cities, and emergent initiatives for
enhancing the rights to the city, societal security and ur-
ban justice.
We argue that urban theory should be rethought to
consider cities as fora for a “re-centring of the urban po-
litical” (Dikeç & Swyngedouw, 2017, p. 2) in order to ex-
plore past and present injustices and efforts formore just
futures. Many of the articles in this issue contribute to
an emerging body of scholarship that articulates politicis-
ing processes with urban theory, drawing on inspirations
fromMichel Foucault, Nancy Fraser, David Harvey, Henri
Lefebvre, Jacques Rancière, Ananya Roy, AbdouMaliq
Simone, Edward Soja, Erik Swyngedouw, among others.
We aim to provide insights for researchers, planners,
activists, and development practitioners in a wide range
of social sciences and other fields: novel approaches that
explore initiatives for alternative designs for the future.
Many of these efforts operate at the crossroads of for-
mal structures and informal networks, and at the fringes
of official legitimacy and unofficial recognition, involving
a diversity of actors and initiatives in the creation ofmore
inclusive ways to engage in city life.
We focus on topics of governance and creativity,
segregation and recognition, violence and security, and
resistance and networking, showing continuities and
changes in patterns and processes of urban governance
and urban justice in a wide range of locations. Based on
the authors’ rich empirical knowledge, each case illus-
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trates the situated politics of these processes, demon-
strating resemblances in forms of socio-spatial segre-
gation and alternative urbanism in cities as diverse as
Bogotá, Brussels, Dar es Salaam, Istanbul, Lima, Mexico
City, Oslo, Santiago de Chile and Santo Domingo.
While most of the articles focus on the so-called
global South, where segregation, inequality, legal plu-
ralism and hybrid improvisation are prominent, seri-
ous problems with exclusion and hostility towards mi-
grants in Europe are also addressed (Carlier, 2020;
Tsavadaroglou, 2020). Cavicchia and Cucca (2020) iden-
tify links between urban planning and school segrega-
tion inNorway—which has been evaluated as theworld’s
least unequal country (United Nations Development
Programme, 2020)—providing important insights into
how neoliberal strategies of urban planning involving
spatial densification create social divisions mirrored in
school segregation patterns. Urban insecurity studies in-
volved in this issue mainly focus on Latin America, con-
sidered the most violent area in the world (Koonings &
Kruijt, 2015), with forty-two of the world’s fifty most vio-
lent cities, based on homicide rates (Seguridad, Justicia y
Paz, 2020).
We support a broad definition of politics that directs
attention to structural aspects of urban policy and plan-
ning including the intersection of mega-development
projects with disruptive acts of social dispossession,
thereby destroying irregular housing, criminalising infor-
mal activities, and harming informal residents’ access to
collectives crucial to their urban survival and belonging
(Figure 1). Relocating these residents to peripheries is
not simply hazardous planning; it also supports politically
motivated goals to expand state control at the ‘edges,’
justifying coercive policing and calculated institutional
absence in the form of limited access to services and po-
litical representation (Nygren, 2018).
Socio-spatial segregation and institutional stigmati-
sation also link to urban violence and societal insecu-
rity. Violent security politics, especially in the global
South, rest on the intersection of authoritarian forms
of governance, clientelist policies, hybridisation of re-
sponsibility, and layered modes of sovereignty (Auyero
& Berti, 2016; Coates & Nygren, 2020). As Davis (2020)
shows in this issue, in her article on Latin America,
such conditions promote grey acts of policing, allow-
ing illicit power brokers and corrupt state officials to
Figure 1. Popular art in the central market of San José, Costa Rica, emphasising equality, beside a sign which prohibits the
access of informal traders to the market. Photo by Anja Nygren.
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institute coercion and rent-seeking as ordering prin-
ciples of security politics in marginalised neighbour-
hoods. These extra-legal forms of control and gover-
nance by state- and non-state-armed actors in poor
neighbourhoods, together with a widespread distrust in
the law-enforcement capabilities of the state, further
deepen the existing patterns of socio-spatial fragmenta-
tion (Koonings & Kruijt, 2015). Davis’ (2020) study shows
how violent governance connects with segregation and
security politics that promote authoritarian patrolling of
urban zones of exception.
Critical urban theory also needs to address the de-
politicising effects of neoliberal governance, in which
commodification is a key principle, while neoliberal ‘self-
responsibilisation’ redefines political citizenship as indi-
vidual responsibility for own’s own well-being (Nygren,
2016). Simultaneously, participation is separated from
agendas of empowerment and becomes a toolkit for
transforming unruly inhabitants into responsible citizens
(Vasudevan & Sletto, 2020).
This issue also questions conventional assumptions
of the omnipotence of hegemonic structures of gov-
ernance, highlighting people’s strategies of reinterpret-
ing hierarchical modes of planning, and resisting un-
even ways of governing through claim-making, negoti-
ation, escaping, and situational spontaneity (Meehan,
2013; Nygren, 2016; Roy, 2011; Simone, 2020; Sletto &
Nygren, 2016). It presents attempts to (re)claim urban
spaces, develop alternative forms of urbanism, and in-
fluence the urban fabric with subaltern discourses and
practices, revealing the cities not only as products of for-
mal planning and technocratic engineering, but also of
resistance and improvisation (de Boeck, 2011; Simone,
2010). Vasudevan and Sletto’s contribution to this issue
sheds light on how residents in informal neighbourhoods
of Santo Domingo engage in diverse tactics of sense-
making to process their experiences of opaque planning
and threat of eviction. By deploying technocratic plan-
ning language, people negotiate with the authorities to
advocate their claim, while storytelling helps build histor-
ical understanding of state interventions and speculate
on the impacts of environmental ordering. People also
deploy rumours, banter, and other unsanctioned speech
acts to make sense of the vagaries of policies and calcu-
late when to intervene in planning. The study provides
valuable insights into how people reinterpret confusing
planning procedures and reflect upon their experiences
of sacrifice and their aspirations for the future.
Because informal residents rarely own the spaces
they occupy, unsteadiness and precarity become a form
of property, engendering violent conflicts over authority
and threats of expulsion. Yet many residents are quick
to capture unexpected, if restricted, opportunities pro-
vided by the frictions of urban politics (de Boeck, 2011,
pp. 271–272). Exemplifying such everyday resistance is
the practice of establishing ‘informal’ connections to for-
mal water and electricity networks in the absence of
official provision or the inability to afford consumption
charges (Harris et al., 2020; Swyngedouw, 2013). The
state often implicitly supports such acts as they help of-
ficials gain legitimacy and garner votes (Meehan, 2013;
Nygren, 2018).
There are also initiatives that challenge the domi-
nant power structures through more explicit refusals to
work within the moral constraints of unjust policies: in-
cipient political movements insisting on new forms of po-
litical acting (Caldeira, 2017; Dikeç& Swyngedouw, 2017).
Tsavadaroglou (2020) examines refugees’ struggles in
Istanbul, where authorities have transformed informal
neighbourhoods into areas of high-income residence
and tourism. Drawing upon the Lefebvrian concept of the
right to the city and Sojan and Harveyan notions of spa-
tial justice, Tsavadaroglou shows how gentrification sub-
jugates refugees by physical enclosure, building demoli-
tion, and police control; by destroying refugees’ social
relations through dislocation; and by stigmatising their
way of life. In response, refugees establish communal
houses and collective kitchens to demonstrate their way
of inhabiting the city through commoning practices and
social togetherness. Likewise, Carlier’s (2020) study on
Brussels shows that the tensions between policing mi-
gration and the politicisation of new urban citizenship
require the provision of ‘inclusive enclaves’ that allow
migrants to regain the dignity necessary to get through
hardships marked by hostility. Although not all such ini-
tiatives succeed in consolidating a more just order, they
create new political subjectivities to challenge dominant
discourses and practices.
Simultaneously, a wave of political protests is spread-
ing across world’s cities, in which those who feel sub-
jugated are demanding new processes for constituting
urban spaces politically (Dikeç & Swyngedouw, 2017),
including large-scale protests against racial bias in po-
lice work. The article by Sánchez Castañeda (2020) anal-
yses the efforts of the Muisca Indians in Bogota to
re-appropriate their sacred lands in the face of dis-
placement and to reject hegemonic views of indigene-
ity through reinterpretation of their traditions as part of
embodied practices of decolonisation. The study posits
cities as sites for indigeneity-in-the-making, where per-
formance of the Muisca rituals and their experiences of
subjugation are part of the rebellion that displays indige-
nous bodies as political arenas to demand more just liv-
ing conditions.
We also highlight the political character of cities
through mobilisations that emerge at the crossroads
of institutional marginalisation and claims for political
recognition. Fuentealba and Verrest (2020) show, in
their Rancièrean-inspired analysis of struggles over risk
management in Santiago de Chile, how planning re-
silient cities has become a depoliticised governing or-
der whereby policy-makers seek to obscure the plan-
ning’s inherently political nature, while planners pro-
mote technological interventions although risk manage-
ment is an issue tightly linked to politics of vulnerabil-
ity. Many community initiatives disrupt such acts of de-
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politicising by breaking the silence under the prevailing
order and claiming politics that challenge segregated de-
velopment. Some of these efforts reject working in align-
ment with injustices inherent to such policies, while oth-
ers develop more obvious forms of rebellion, such as
civil disobedience and organised mobilisation, to engage
in broad debates over equality and justice (Harris et al.,
2020; McGranahan, 2016). As the contributions to this
issue show, people conceptualise alternative meanings
of justice through strategic alliance-buildings, quiet en-
croachments, everyday acts of resistance, organised mo-
bilisations, and other forms of social contestation and
symbolic disruption, often using different tactics consec-
utively and parallel.
The authors’ detailed knowledge of the cases they
discuss reveals divergent procedures of urban gover-
nance, while their empirically grounded insights into
local forms of agency enhance understanding of the
potential and limitations of myriad acts of resistance.
Most of the studies are grounded in ethnographic analy-
sis, semi-structured and in-depth interviews, informal
conversations, oral histories, and archival and media
sources. Several articles also engage in action-research
and engaged ethnography. Woodcraft, Osuteye, Ndezi,
and Makoba (2020) developed a novel methodology to
study collective understanding of the good life in infor-
mal settlements in Dar es Salaam, showing how notions
of a fulfilling life extend far beyond the macro-scale mea-
suring of income inequality or individual life satisfac-
tion. Their discussion demonstrates the value of epis-
temologies that embrace co-production of knowledge
in the juxtaposition of multiple ways of living and see-
ing the city. Similarly, Muñoz Unceta, Hausleitner, and
Dąbrowski (2020) explore the links between socio-spatial
segregation, economic activities, and social interactions
in Lima, revealing dynamic formal-informal intersections
and how access to economic opportunities and social re-
lations are regulated by the city’s spatial structure.
Overall, we emphasise the importance of aspects of
the ‘political’ related to gentrification, segregation, rights
to the city, justice, alternative urbanisms, and practices
of sense-making to urban theory. We also support ap-
proaches that recognise the difficult conditions under
which many residents seek opportunities for transfor-
mation and manoeuvre. Living in a poor neighbourhood
marked by punitive control and infrastructural neglect,
is a painful experience that is usually constructed com-
paratively, with the poor acutely aware of the physical
and social contrast between their surroundings (Rivke
et al., 2019, p. 6), and of how gentrification and social
upgrading somewhere usually coincide with marginality
and downgrading elsewhere. Therefore, it is important
to conceptualise procedures of (in)formalisation as re-
lational processes (Boudreau & Davis, 2017), in which
the distribution of justice and legitimisation of author-
ity include multifaceted debates on who is governing
what, where, and why (Nygren, 2018; Zieleniec, 2018).
Marginalised people’s aspirations for (hyper-)modern de-
velopment should also be recognised. Although many
residents are aware they will never be granted access
to newly designed urban spheres, the desire for more
advantageous navigation through such spaces and for
more inclusive belonging to the ‘core’ of the city is attrac-
tive compared to harsh experiences of living at the edge
(de Boeck, 2011, pp. 276–278). As Tsavadaroglou (2020)
points out, the right to the city includes the right to be
“in the heat of the action.”
Contributions to this issue call for urban redesigns
that create room for mixing different types of hous-
ing and land use to break segregated spatial orders,
build synergies between fragmented urban spaces and
embrace cultural diversity. Several articles also empha-
sise strategies for empowering informal residents to
gain relative autonomy from the everyday agents of vi-
olence, while others call for activities and allegiances
that interlink different neighbourhoods and support the
(re)invention of spaces of conviviality. Several articles
also suggest methodologies of co-production that chal-
lenge institutional control and access prohibition, while
envisioning transformative urbanisms.
Overall, we emphasise recognition of political initia-
tives and social practices that seek to transform estab-
lished orders associated with exclusive governance and
hierarchical decision-making. We widen urban theory to
consider claims for justice that are not necessarily part
of institutionalised struggles, focusing on actions rooted
in people’s everyday experiences (Dikeç & Swyngedouw,
2017). As such, this issue serves as a diagnostic of the
spatial politics of resistance in situations where institu-
tional policies do not reflect citizens’ sense of justice. It
contributes to bringing diverse perspectives and situated
geographies to urban theory, while recognising people’s
complex positions within the wider structures of gover-
nance and changes in urban landscapes.
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